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PERSON AND PLACE: THE CONSTRUCTION OF RONALD
GRAHAM'S PERSIAN PHOTO ALBUM

Only rarely does one come across an object that com-
mands one's attention at first viewing and, in effect,
demands interpretation. Although it is so mundane
an object as a photograph album, it is no ordinary one,
and quite rare in that it documents Iran in the nine-
teenth century. I first learned of the existence of the
album in question, inscribed with "Persia 1897-1899
R. G" on its cover, when it was brought to my atten-
tion by colleagues at Harvard's Sackler Museum, where
it had received but scant notice over many years. Rac-
ing programs pasted in the album, with their lists of
riders and race-horse owners, led me to identify the
initials as belonging to one Ronald William Gfaham,
who, fresh from his first diplomatic posting in Paris,
arrived in Tehran in 1897 at age 27, carrying a Kodak
camera in his luggage. He stayed just over two years
and composed this remarkable visual documentation
of that sojourn only after leaving. It represents one
man's response to a novel environment and to the uses
he could imagine for the various photographic for-
mats available to him in the first decade after the
portable, point-and-shoot camera became widely avail-
able.2

This physically formidable album measures 15 x 22.5
inches in size and is almost 3 inches thick; it is bound
in deep-green morocco with gilt lettering and brown
trim. Its elaborate internal organization makes it a
completely realized artifact, clearly created in one
continuous process according to a single design. To
ferret out what the intentions behind its creation were,
I shall first address the personal and social uses of such
albums generally and then analyze its structure, the
context of its making, and the assemblage of its con-
tents.

As third and then second secretary at the British
legation (spring 1897 to summer 1899), Graham found
himself in Iran at close to the high point of the Brit-
ish empire. The Mutiny was forty years in the past with
any serious new challenge to the British Raj well in
the future. Queen Victoria,- now empress of India, was

celebrating her DiamondJubilee, the sixtieth anniver-
sary of her reign, the year Graham arrived in Tehran.
British humiliations in Afghanistan were two decades
and more in the past, the current British minister to
Tehran, Sir H. Mortimer Durand, having authored the
Durand Line in 1893, which established Afghanistan's
eastern border with the Raj. By that time, Great Brit-
ain had become the arbiter of Afghanistan's borders
generally and its protector against Persian encroach-
ments from the west. Britain had taken control of Egypt
in 1882 and finally put down the challenge of the
Mahdiyya in Sudan in 1898. The military humiliations,
moral embarrassments, and challenges to confidence
of the Boer War (October 1899-May 1902) were still
to come and the First World War was not even on the
horizon.

Iran was the site of intense diplomatic and commer-
cial competition between Great Britain and czarist
Russia, a critical front in the "Great Game." 3 Accord-
ing to Denis Wright in The English amongst the Persians,
Graham and his colleagues represented a sea-change
in British diplomatic practice, where, to compete with
the Russians, "more dynamic, professional represen-
tation was needed, .. . career diplomats of the Eton
and Oxford mould who stayed only a few years in
Tehran before moving on to higher things...."4 Wright
includes the Eton-educated Ronald Graham among
the bright and promising young diplomats posted to
Tehran during this new era.

Graham must have performed satisfactorily in
Tehran since he was sent on to St. Petersburg in 1899.
Subsequently, his career included important positions
in Egypt from 1907 to 1916 and ambassador to Italy
from 1921 to 1933. He was the British director of the
Suez Canal Company during the war years, 1939-1945.
From the 'teens through the thirties' he received a
succession of honors including three knighthoods for
meritorious service, culminating with the Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath. He
retired in 1945 and died in 1949. 5
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Graham's photo album is of another order of cre-
ation than the usual travel or family album; it is a
highly calculated and unified retrospective construc-
tion, remarkably rich in its materials and complex in
its organization. The album comprises 422 photos, 8
watercolors, and 2 racing programs, arranged to situate
and document most of the arenas of Graham's ac-
tion and experience. Highlighted are the Persian land-
scape; Tehran; the physical context of Graham's
professional work; the public face of the ruling re-
gime; his private living arrangements; favored leisure
activities and sports; and his points of contact with
Iranian society. It features 101 commercial pho-
tographs purchased from the studio of Antoin
Sevruguin 6 and 32 commissioned professional photo-
graphs-albumen prints akin to the commercial pho-
tos in format-for which there is compelling evidence
of Sevruguin's authorship, all tellingly coordinated
with 280 of his own snapshots and enlargements of 9
of them. The photographs are to be found on 59 of
the 62 decorated pages. Seventeen of the photographs
have lost their moorings in the album. It is likely that
some were never pasted in (there are ghosts of once-
attached prints on fols. 21b and 33a). They comprise
12 snapshots, 1 enlarged snapshot, 3 commercial
photographs, and 1 commissioned professional pho-
tograph. This reflects (although somewhat inexactly)
the ratio of the types of photographs in the album
generally.

The photograph album as a record of touristic
experience and of extended sojourns in the Middle
East was well established long before Graham decided
to fashion his own. However, first came individuals,
typically amateurs, with vision and a desire to reach a
greater audience than someone such as Graham had
in mind. Consequently, a limited but significant tra-
dition of published photographic documentation of
Egypt and the Holy Land already existed when Francis
Frith inaugurated a prolific career in 1858 with Egypt
and Palestine Photographed and Described, for which he
himself provided photographs and text. In Scenes in a
Library, Carol Armstrong quotes Frith from his intro-
duction: "There is no effectual substitute for actual
travel, but it is my- ambition to provide for those to
whom circumstances forbid that luxury, faithful rep-
resentations of the scenes I have witnessed, and I shall
endeavour to make the simple truthfulness of the Cam-
era a guide for my Pen." She proceeds to say of this
particular work that Frith "reversed the usual relation-
ship between travel writing and travel images," 7 mak-

ing the photographic image the paramount index to
the photographer's direct experience and guarantee
of authenticity, articulating qualities that also charac-
terize the personal photo album.

Starting in the 1850's, professional photographers
such asJames Robertson, Pascal Sebah, and the Bonfils
family began establishing studios in the Middle East. 8

They offered travelers a wide selection of images as
mementos they could use to compile their own albums
or which the studios could prepare for the travelers.
It is rare to find much variation on the few internal
arrangements for these albums. Sometimes topographi-
cal views precede studio and ethnographic pho-
tographs. Occasionally, ancient subjects may be
distinguished from "modern," Islamic subjects. Some-
times no clear method is apparent. However, a strictly
chronological account of a journey was one form of
organization often employed. For example, one album
comprising albumen prints of northern India known
to me carries captions in ink simply noting the city
and the date on which each monument pictured was
viewed. Most are not so explicit, allowing the sequence
of photographs in the album to represent relationships
in space and movement in time. This model became
dominant for travel albums after a portable camera
was introduced and made widely available by Kodak
in 1888 and the average person could fashion an al-
bum based upon his own documentation. For instance,
the earliest snapshot album devoted to travel in
Harvard's collections, one documenting an 1890 world
tour (but substantially devoted to Egypt and the Holy
Land) and filled with fine circular prints taken by both
Kodak No. 1 and Kodak No. 2 cameras, is organized
strictly according to the itinerary of the travelers. What
makes it interesting (aside from the talent of that
amateur photographer) is not the structure of the
album's contents so much as the implicit concerns
expressed in the photography itself. What is revealed
is the instant liberation from the sequence of major
monuments dutifully visited and recorded through
purchased images in favor of a "street level" view of
the traveler's experience, the impression of being in
a succession of places-and the modes of travel in-
volved-that is beautifully conveyed, although only
rarely accompanied by captions. Although tourists may
frequently subordinate their photography to the ex-
pectations of the tour, governed by the sites to be seen
and eager to place themselves in visual proximity to
them, albums such as this-as is the case with
Graham's-demonstrate the latitude that possession
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of one's own camera could afford the independent-
minded traveler.

An album comprising commercial photographs
purchased by travelers as souvenirs contained a set of
autonomous artifacts whose often impressive scale and
quality would call attention to themselves, but which
manifested no natural connection to the owner. Per-
sonal snapshots offer a truer index of individual ex-
perience and more effective triggers of memory, for
they provide visual traces of moments in one's past
experience, capable of summoning up a world of as-
sociations. Meaningful structuring in albums such as
Graham's, where sequences of photographs concen-
trate on particular events or subjects, encourages
narrative. Its primary visuality is only a part of its story:
the discourse that once accompanied it is now lost;
captions such as those gracing Graham's album pro-
vide tantalizing hints, but no key. Indeed, such an
album had an implicit performative character, serv-
ing as a continuously active stage prompter urging the
narrator on.

This communicative aspect is critical to an under-
standing of all photo albums and the instrumental
character of the photographs placed in them. The
discourse accompanying such an album is linked to a
general issue that Allan Sekula puts thus: "A photo-
graph is an 'incomplete' utterance, a message that
depends on some external matrix of conditions and
presuppositions for its readability. That is, the mean-
ing of any photographic message is necessarily con-
text determined."9 This being said, the point of
departure remains the irreducible connectedness of
a photograph with its referent, the feature of reality
photographed, for this is what animates the taker of
the snapshot. As Armstrong puts it, "the photograph
is first and foremost an indexical sign-that is, an image
that is chemically and optically caused by the things
in the world to which it refers. Thus it is predicated
on its relation to nature before it is mediated by a code
of legibility."1° In the case of the snapshot, this ulti-
mate indexicality is what makes the subsequent-and
necessary-discursive interpretation possible. Yet,
Sekula's principal point applies in compound form to
the multiply-contextualized set of images found in
Graham's album: made by more than one photogra-
pher, arranged in complex fashion by a particular
person, dedicated to a particular place and time but
to be appreciated elsewhere, and endowed with a
considerable range of reference. The absent discourse

illuminated these contexts and made sense of the
images.

Family albums of the Victorian age were highly
prized, often expensively bound and liable to be given
a featured role in a public room. Most of them housed
cabinet cards and cartes de visite displaying the range
of a family's acquaintance," but the same prominence
would have been accorded the album enshrining the
visual evidence of overseas travel, which was likely to
have been a memorable experience-often religiously
motivated and rarely repeated-for the owner. Cabi-
nets might even be acquired expressly for their hous-
ing and display (one example survives in a Boston area
private collection). The public room in question was
liable to be the parlor (from the French parler), a lo-
cus of activity for family and friends to an extent vir-
tually unimaginable to members of the modern family
who may do little more than watch television together.
Chamber music, piano playing, singing, poetry reci-
tations, story telling, reading aloud, charades, card
games, and other forms of entertainment were accom-
panied by the modest but compelling visual spectacles
provided by the magic lantern and the stereoscope,
the latter of immense popularity in the second half
of the nineteenth century. An active engagement in
story telling accompanying the display of a photo al-
bum fits naturally into this scene. And, as Douglas
Nickel observes, "almost all [snapshots] are conceived
with the maker and his or her immediate circle as the
intended audience." 12 By way of illustration, The
Frederick Converse Family, a large oil painting dating to
1901 by William McGregor Paxton in the Davis Mu-
seum at Wellesley College, depicts the family at ease
in their parlor. One young girl, placed in the very
foreground, displays a large snapshot album open to
view as if to say that this is a family that cares to record
itself-informally as well as formally-and wishes the
viewer to be aware of that fact.

The ever-increasing use of the hand-held camera
for taking snapshots and the decline in formality that
it both recorded and surely encouraged-particularly
as the twentieth century progressed-led to a fre-
quently more flexible approach to the creation of a
photo album. In discussing the snapshot album
Geoffrey Batchen comments, "In general, albums gave
their owners the chance to have a creative input into
the way in which photographs were displayed and seen.
Images could be sequenced, captioned, and even
imaginatively embellished according to individual
whim." 13 The period albums I have examined that
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record or represent experiences abroad do not come
near Graham's in complexity. Even the organization
of snapshot albums created by sojourners as opposed
to travelers is liable to be governed by relatively straight-
forward principles such as chronology or place, within
which there may be further strategies of placement,
but not of the order of planning that Graham's album
manifests.

In effect, what Graham created was a fusion of the
travel album and the family album; it prefigures the
kind of creatively designed snapshot album described
by Batchen, but with a conspicuous richness of means.
Graham's album houses a visual record of a foreign
place, but a place where he also belonged to a com-
munity and, in the case of those associated with the
British legation, a sort of temporary family, with its
intergenerational relationships, fellow-feeling, and
manifold opportunities for shared experience.

Susan Sontag describes the kind of personal pho-
tograph housed in such an album as a "surrogate
possession of a cherished person or thing,"' 4 while
Roland Barthes identifies it as a "certificate of pres-
ence."15 By framing specific moments and memorial-
izing relationships, photographs trigger and in a sense
complete the process of memory. They not only evoke
memories but validate them by providing a seemingly
objective correlative for what is otherwise mere story
telling. The visual signs, internal reminiscence, and
public discourse are mutually supportive.

Three British accounts written by contemporaries
enrich in prose subjects captured by the camera and
memorialized in Graham's album, offering a hint of
features of the missing discourse associated with the
album. They are Isabella Bird's Journeys in Persia and
Kurdistan (1891), George Curzon's Persia and the Per-
sian Question (1892),16 and An Autumn Tour in 1West-
ern Persia, by Lady Ella Durand, wife of the minister,
Sir H. Mortimer Durand,l 7 who describes a journey
she and her husband undertook in 1899, shortly af-
ter Graham's departure. Two are marked by a su-
premely confident attitude expressed in vivid language,
by turns patronizing, prescriptive, and sympathetic, very
occasionally admiring, whether issuing from the pen
of a future imperial grandee like Curzon or that of
an intrepid middle-class matron such as Isabella Bird;
Durand's is written in an altogether milder style. While
extremely interested in every aspect of Persian life
accessible to them, they assume the right to judge. I
have selectively quoted Curzon and Bird since it is
reasonable to suppose that the two shared a similar

perspective with Ronald Graham. Furthermore, it is
almost certain that Graham would have read Curzon's
book,'8 which provided the nearly definitive published
account of the Persian situation from the British point
of view, addressing not only the issues that Graham
would have dealt with in his professional life, but
numerous other topics of Persian history, society, and
culture. It is clear, however, that Graham was engaged
with Iran in a more personal, less scientific manner
than Curzon, reflected in the fact that he produced a
photo album rather than a widely read book.

The album opens with watercolors. These set the
stage, for they establish the primary topographical
settings of Graham's time in Iran. Folio lb provides a
view of the Alburz mountains overlooking Tehran in
which is located Qulhak, site of the British summer
legation. It is inscribed in a familiar manner, "G. G.
Gulhek 1898. To R. G." Folio 2a (fig. 1) includes a
similar view at sunset, inscribed "G. G. Tehran. 1899.
To R. G.," where walls and towers separate the culti-
vated interior from the barren expanse outside. Re-
grettably, there is no clue to "G. G."'s identity. Adjacent
to this view are six place cards from a farewell party
given for Graham, each graced with a watercolor il-
lustration. Five address a major activity of his: work,
fishing, hunting, polo, and tennis. The sixth repre-
sents his departure; in it a group of travelers is to be
seen toward the upper left against the setting sun, while
in the right foreground Puppy and Ruffle, two dogs
belonging to Lady Durand (the latter spelled "Roughie"
by her), gaze dolefully after them, Puppy, the near-
est, shedding tears of regret. Finally comes the many-
course menu, culminating with "Tarte d'Oranges," and
"Glace d'Ananas." It must have been quite a send-off.
These watercolors establish a sense of personal attach-
ment that resonates with many of the album's images.
They serve to endorse the effort that Graham under-
takes to document his Persian experience in the pages
that follow.

In the title on the album's cover, Graham used only
his initials. This convention for identifying an object
can operate effectively only within a strictly limited
sphere of social recognition, namely that circle of
familiars who would have been given entree to
Graham's experience of Persia. This intimacy is ex-
pressed equally in the gift of the watercolors "To
R. G." from the unidentified G. G.

Graham's method of organization produces a care-
fully thought-out and carefully constructed composi-
tion on every album page. Forty-six of the fifty-nine
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pages of photographs contain either a combination
of commercial photographs in association with snap-
shots (30) or large commissioned photographs with
snapshots (16). Even among the five pages exclusively
featuring snapshots, three are visually anchored by
enlarged ones. Of the eight remaining pages, five are
devoted exclusively to commercial photographs, the
other three to single enlarged snapshots.

Graham confers relative status on the repertoire of
images available to him through strategies of empha-
sis: spatial deployment on the page, relative size, and
sequential placement within the album. Many album
pages are marked by a strong view, always a large image,
key to the primary subject of the page. Emphasis on
size as a specific strategem is highlighted by Graham's
calculated use of enlarged snapshots to feature cer-
tain persons and subjects. Unlike any of the profes-
sional photographs, three share the distinction of
occupying a whole page alone. Graham introduces the
album and the sections on hunting and polo with them.
On a few occasions, Graham announces a topic with
a title for the whole page (or sequence of pages), such
as "Sultanabad. May 1898," or "Travelling in Persia."

Graham's captions do not participate in these strat-
egies of emphasis, which are essentially visual. The
captions, which accompany the vast majority of the
photographs of all types, are almost totally free of
editorializing of any sort, being explicitly devoted to
identification, whether of persons, animals, places, or
things. Although Sevruguin did not make it his prac-
tice to inscribe a caption in his negatives, the three
loose commercial prints in the album carry pencil
identifications (e.g., "Fabrique de soie"). It seems
probable that these were provided by the studio, and
that Graham simply transferred them to his album
when not motivated to provide more specific infor-
mation.

Graham presents a succession of main themes, the
general order of which leads us from the public and
formal, commencing at the seat of power, Tehran, to
the personal and recreational aspects of Graham's life,
and finally to ethnographic and studio materials less
directly connected with his day-to-day world. This
general organization is occasionally disturbed if pho-
tographs from one category serve to illustrate another,
such as street scenes of Tehran appearing early in the
album, or when Graham clearly needed a photograph
of a certain size to complete a page's composition.

The watercolors are immediately followed by a page
(fol. 2b) devoted to Mount Damavand. This image is

Fig. 2. "Lar Valley & Demavend. July 1898 (from a Kodak)."
An enlarged snapshot alone on page (fol. 2b).

an enlargement of what Graham identifies as one of
his own snapshots; and it is the only time he does so.
The caption reads, "Lar Valley & Demavend. July 1898
(from a Kodak)" (fig. 2). This is a fitting entrance for
the album's photographs, as Mount Damavand looms
above Tehran and is the great national topographi-
cal icon, much as Mount Fuji is forJapan. Moreover,
the Lar Valley is the site of many of Graham's hunt-
ing and fishing trips.

Folios 3a and 4a introduce the legation in Tehran,
the primary site of Graham's work and residence. The
legation, built in 1872 and described by Curzon as "a
commodious house, whose Italian portico and pillars
were a perpetual record of Europe in the heart of
Asia,"19 stood in a spacious, fifteen-acre compound,
planted with fifteen hundred plane trees and provid-
ing stabling for fifty-one horses, in which substantial
houses for the secretaries and other senior staff had
been built. The two pages are characteristic examples
of Graham's method. Folio 3a (fig. 3) features a com-
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missioned photograph of the main facade of the le-
gation dated April 1899. The principals of the place
are arrayed on the steps, left to right: Ernest Rennie,
third secretary; Henry Picot, military attache and
Oriental secretary; Sir H. Mortimer Durand, minister;
Graham (identified as "Self'); and Lady Durand. The
snapshots include views of the villa in winter, the gar-
den side of the main building in a warmer season, and
"Virtue Villa," the ironically dubbed (with quotation
marks) site of Graham's personal digs, or so I have
concluded. At the lower right, "Jew carpet dealers,
. ." the ubiquitous dallals, or curio peddlers.

Folio 4a (fig. 4) gives pride of place to another
commissioned view, this time of the main gate to the
legation compound, with Rennie and Graham on
horseback, other legation horses held by Persian
grooms between them. The snapshots include lega-
tion guards flanking the page at top left and right.
Even the presence of the seemingly intrusive shot of
the Shimran Gate signifies, for it marked the way out
of Tehran toward the summer legation in the moun-
tains.

Graham's focus on moments in the leisure time of
the legation includes repeated representations of
dallals, thanks to Graham's interest in their wares.
Curzon describes how the system worked: "The sale
of curiosities, carpets and stuffs is almost wholly con-
ducted by dellals, or itinerant dealers, who bring their
stores on donkey-back to the residences in the Euro-
pean quarter.... [F]oremost among [them], alike for
the quality of their wares and the scale of their prices,
appear to be theJews."2 0 In one photo on folio 5a (fig.
5), simply labeled 'Jews," two dallals accompanied by
a third hold up a spectacular Uzbek suzani, or dowry
embroidery. In another, Rennie brandishes a Qajar
dagger and shield while, somewhat incongruously,
wearing a Syrian silk aba. Lying behind him on the
ground are a Turkoman tent band, a suzani and Lady
Durand's St. Bernard, Rex.

Folios 3b and 4b introduce the contemporary re-
gime and Tehran, courtesy of commercial prints from
the Sevruguin atelier. The central image on folio 3b,
dated by Graham "April 1899," shows "Muzaffer ed din
Shah" and the "Sadr-i-Azam," the grand vizier, amid
courtiers at a review on Tehran's main parade ground.
Sevruguin's photos display two principal features of
the city, the "Maydani Toop. Central Square of
Tehran;" the "Imperial Bank of Persia";21 and a gath-
ering captioned "Ala-ed-Dowleh. Amin es Sultan, Sadr-
i-Azam & Generals."

Folios 5b and 6a represent an intersection of the
ruling regime and the legation. First, on folio 5b,
however, Graham presents "Nasr-ed-din Shah" whose
reign of 48 years had been abruptly concluded by
assassination only a year before Graham arrived at his
new post. The other Sevruguin photographs are of the
Peacock Throne and of a "Birthday Salaam," one of
the solemnities where all dignitaries, Persian and for-
eign, were required to present themselves before the
Shah. Curzon describes this ceremony well: "The theory
of the Court Levee in Persia is not that the subjects
attend upon, or are introduced to, the sovereign, but
that the sovereign displays himself to his awestruck and
admiring subjects. Accordingly, the two central and
essential attributes of the scene are the monarch be-
ing gazed at on one side and the audience gazing on
the other. Very little else transpires, and not more than
half-a-dozen persons play any part than that of stat-
ues during the ceremony." 2 2

The accompanying snapshots on folio 6a (fig. 6)
largely portray the staff of the British legation on such
an occasion, augmented by commissioned photographs
for two separate events, one in March 1897 and the
other in April 1899. The British are accompanied by
gholams, royal guards, and couriers, who were also
seconded to institutions such as the legation. Wright
explains that the British were not permitted their own
independent guard so put the best face on things by
decking out the legation's twelve gholams in scarlet
tunics for ceremonial occasions.2 3 The formality of the
occasion dictates that this set of snapshots provides
little additional information (in contrast with most
other pages in the album), and rather less in legibil-
ity than the professional photographs.

Graham, a great fan of horse racing, separates races
of royal sponsorship from those hosted by the lega-
tion. Folios 6b and 7a show a productive wedding of
commercial image and snapshot. The scene is labeled
at the top, "Tehran Races. May 1898." Four Sevruguin
prints set the stage: "Shah's Elephant. Given him by
the Queen," "Foreign minister's tent," "Before a race,"
and "After a race. Shah's tent." Graham's snapshots
wonderfully enhance our understanding of this event
by detailing the dramatis personae who present them-
selves for a social occasion favored by the presence
of the Shah. On folio 6b (fig. 7), he includes the "Royal
carriage," "Mounted Police," "Staff officers," "Infan-
try band," "Royal Footman," "Col. Kossakovski" (V. A.
Kosogovskii, commander of the next group), "Persian
Cossacks," and the "Racecourse" itself. On folio 7a
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Fig. 5. '"Jews." Dallals (curio dealers) displaying a huge Bukhara
suzani. Detail of fol. 5a.

(fig. 8), we find the "Shah's led horse;" "The Shah"
himself, on foot and at ease; "Receiving prizes;" the
"Camel Corps;" the "Cavalry band;" and the "Palace
guard." Courtesy of Graham's Kodak, we are treated
to them all.

The character and condition of the Persian mili-
tary were the focus of constant British concern and
comment, with particular attention being given to the
Russian-officered Cossack Brigade, an all-too-evident
sign of Russian influence. This would surely have been
a subject for digression on the part of Graham. Of the
Persian Cossacks, Curzon declares: "[They] are sup-
posed to be the peculiar glory of the capital and the
pride of the Shah. .... Thanks to the unremitting
exertions of their Russian instructors, they are prob-
ably the best stuff in the Persian army."2 4

Graham introduces us to his digs in folio 8a (fig.
9). The enlarged snapshot that dominates the page
is entitled "My room. Tehran. March 1899." He pho-
tographed it shortly before he left Iran, part of a seem-

ingly concerted effort at a visual summing up as his
stay hastened to its end. This view embraces more
features of the chamber than do the four accompa-
nying snaps. It captures nearly all of the numerous
personal photos on display, including a group on a
stand at left all devoted to the same young woman of
approximately Graham's age-a love interest perhaps.
Graham represents his most personal space contain-
ing his most treasured objects within another object
of personal value, the album. By means of those pho-
tographs, he had created a shrine of sorts, having
carried to Iran those dear to him in England so that
their memory would be ever fresh in his mind, as he
would carry an even more elaborate collection of
mementos of Persia back with him to be placed in this
album.

The room itself could not be more characteristic
of a late Victorian sensibility. Graham's collecting urge
(which could be extended to the sedulous creation
and accumulation of the contents of the album itself)
is confirmed by the spectacle of an Ottoman embroi-
dery, five handsome suzanis, a variety of Turkoman
weavings, a Shahsavan cover, a Caucasian prayer rug,
and a couple of Persian rugs, all vying with each other
for room. The profusion of textiles is accented by an
array of ibex and rams' horns, Safavid candlesticks,
and other metalwork.

The next few pages expand Graham's horizons,
including some of the social rituals engaged in by him
and his legation-based circle of friends. One snapshot
on folio 8a is entitled "Sunday calls" and shows Gra-
ham and Rennie nicely turned out for visiting; how-
ever, many of the other snapshots are less formally
posed or altogether unposed. Folio 10b (fig. 10) shows
the British at ease: pictures include two views of a
"Picnic at Cheshmi Ali," balancing each other on the
page, of which Graham thought enough to mount an
enlargement elsewhere in the album. Unsurprisingly,
given its subject matter, it is one of the few pages
exclusively sporting snapshots, including various high
jinks and two shots of Reza, an Iranian retainer, and
his family. Viewing these photographs and those of
sporting and other events and reading accounts of their
lives in Iran, one is impressed by the sheer sociability
of these British abroad.

Further evidence of Graham's interest in textiles is
to be seen on folio Ha (fig. 11), comprising a series
of rare photographs documenting the Ziegler com-
pany's rug production in Sultanabad. Ziegler & Co.
was a Manchester-based, Anglo-Swiss export-import
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JEFFREY B. SPURR

Fig. 7. "Tehran Races. May 1898." Two Sevruguin commercial prints and eight snapshots (fol. 6b).

firm which developed a strong presence in Iran be-
ginning in 1867. In 1881 the company commenced
carpet production, and by 1894 it was managing an
extensive cottage industry in 111 villages in the vicin-
ity of Sultanabad (present-day Arak).25

Characteristically, Graham chose Sevruguin's
commercial photographs to define the subject, illus-
trating women weavers in both workshop and cottage-
industry production modes. The commercial photo-
graphs, however authentic, essentialize the whole
production process, whereas his snapshots provide an
immediacy and narrative quality otherwise absent. The
upper Sevruguin photo is titled by Graham "Carpet
weaving at Sultanabad," making a connection to his
snapshots, which include the "Ziegler carpet works,"
"Inspecting carpets," "Measuring carpets...," "Pack-
ing carpets," and, at right, a thoroughly unromantic
view of a group of weavers lined up against a wall,

hinting at the grim conditions of work in the urban
manufactories that the scholarly literature describes
for this period. 2 6 Lady Durand commented about
Sultanabad: "It is curious to think that Europe and
America are supplied with carpets from this out of the
way place, the bales being carried hundreds of miles
on mules before they reach the sea." She also identi-
fies the Mr. Strauss in one of Graham's snapshots as
the company manager.2 7

Graham documents the British summer legation
at Qulhak, or "Gulhek," as the British called it, across
four pages. This was a hill station in the Alburz, seven
miles from Tehran and a refuge in the hot season.
Curzon remarked on the "attractions of a residence
without which it would be impossible for the staff of
a European Legation to remain at the capital during
the hot months." 28 The British were first granted spe-
cial rights there in 1835, followed by an outright gift
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Fig. 8. Tehran races, continued. Two Sevruguin commercial prints and six snapshots (fol. 7a).

of land by Nasr al-Din Shah in 1862. Commissioned
photographs define the place: a group photo on fo-
lio 13a (fig. 12), datedJuly 1898, shows the regulars
plus a couple of associates, including Thomas Odling,
legation doctor from 1891 to 1905, and John Preece,
British consul at Isfahan, and, of course, Rex (Gra-
ham is second from left, holding Puppy). "Ruffy beg"
is in the snap at the upper left. Sir Mortimer is de-
picted twice with his horse, Lancer (the horses, like
the dogs, always being introduced by name). A photo
of Lady Durand in the garden, and a splendid "View
from Sir Mortimer's study" complete the commissioned
prints on this page.

That Qulhak was a refuge in more ways than one is
demonstrated by the commissioned photograph on
folio 14a (fig. 13) entitled "Haji Mahomed Hassan in
'bast' at Gulhek." Bast (sanctuary) was one of the ca-
pitulatory rights granted to -certain foreign legations

by the Qajar regime in the nineteenth century, but
so expanded that the Persian government complained
that the British mission already in the 1850's had
become "a house of refuge for discontented persons
and mischief makers and dangerous characters."2 9 Lady
Durand describes this ancient form of sanctuary-seek-
ing, traditionally resorted to at Qum and other holy
places, and goes on to say, "Men who had a grievance
used often to take bast under the British flag." One
made his way to Qulhak where "we found him one
evening with a servant and various carpets and cook-
ing arrangements, installed under the flagstaff in the
main drive. [He] was persuaded to remove to a shady
spot under a big plane tree, where he remained for
four months." :" The full story is quite amusing. Ac-
companying snapshots document various outings made
and calls paid. Summertime at Qulhak was far from
rigorous.
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Fig. 14. A polo match. An enlarged snapshot alone on page, with shadow of Sevruguin (?) (fol. 24b).

There is evidence internal to the album that
Sevruguin took the commissioned photographs de-
voted to the formal documentation of the British le-
gation. Two photographs in the album, which represent
two arenas that are specifically documented by pro-
fessional photographs as well as snapshots, have
Sevruguin's characteristic numbers. On folio 1 lb, the
photograph carrying the caption, "Legation Garden.
Xmas 1897," is also numbered "248" in the negative.
Two of the eight photographs on folio 14b, generally
titled "Gulhek Legation Racemeeting," are professional
prints. The upper one, setting the scene, is numbered
"184"; the lower, showing the race in progress, is un-
numbered. These prints link those clearly purchased
from the Sevruguin studio-many of them well known

from other sources-and the professional photographs
in the album. However, the most compelling evidence
is to be found in Lady Durand's book, where prod-
ucts of the same documentary process are included.
Particularly telling is the comparison between
Sevruguin's photo of Hajji Muhammad Hassan from
Durand's book3 ' and that in Graham's album which,
although taken from a different perspective, was surely
taken at the same time and by the same photographer.
Most conclusive, however, is the photo from An Au-
tumn Tour, entitled "Tehran Polo Ground. Before a
Game," with a subscript "From a Photograph by
S6vroguine, Tehran,"3 2 identical to a commissioned
print on folio 25b of Graham's album labeled "Polo
Ground an hour before a match." Similar, if not iden-
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tical, are the unnumbered professional photo of a race
in progress at Qulhak on folio 15a of Graham's album
and an image attributed to Sevruguin in Ella Durand's
book. 33 Sevruguin may be considered the British
legation's intermittent house photographer. This evi-
dence further suggests that it was Sevruguin's occa-
sional practice to select from photographs taken on
special commission to include in his formal, numbered
oeuvre.3 4

On the basis of the remarkable number of commer-
cial and commissioned prints by Sevruguin in the al-
bum, one can only assume that Graham had his own
relationship with the photographer. On folio 24b
(fig. 14), presenting the first image of a polo match,
which appears to be an enlarged snapshot (there being
a closely related, regular format snapshot on fol. 25a),
the shadow cast by the photographer looks to be that
of a middle-aged man in local garb. However, unlike
the similar trace left on the photograph of the hang-
ing of the Shah's assassin, there is no evidence of the
frame and tripod for a view camera. This leads me to
conjecture that, where Graham was involved in the
action in this situation, he might have persuaded
Sevruguin himself to use his Kodak when he was not
taking his more formal photographs; indeed, one has
to wonder whether Graham might be one of the two
players riding toward the camera.

In The English Gentleman: The Rise and Fall of an Ideal,
Philip Mason writes: "Wherever the English went they
tried, as well as they could, to imitate the life of a
country gentleman in England."3 5 This was all the easier
in Iran where a royal enthusiasm for hunting and horse
racing prevailed. This mutuality of interest is clearly
documented by Graham, at least with regard to rac-
ing. Indeed, given his enthusiasm for outdoor sport,
Graham timed his arrival in Iran well. According to
Wright,3 6 Sir Mortimer Durand had introduced a va-
riety of sporting competitions upon his arrival in 1894,
and the racetrack had been built at Qulhak in 1896
at which the legation sponsored its annual two-day
September race meeting, represented in the album
by two programs for the 1898 event (fol. 16a). In his
Ten Thousand Miles in Persia, Major Percy Sykes3 7 ex-
plains that it was he who had introduced (polo) sticks
and balls to the capital in 1897, the year of Graham's
arrival, a claim confirmed by Lady Durand. The Shah
permitted matches to be held at the army parade
ground, the Maydan-i Mashq. 3 8

Graham allots four pages to the "Gulhek Derby" of
1898. As for polo, which Graham deemed worthy of

Fig. 15. "Hadi. Aug. 97." An enlarged snapshot alone on page
of Graham's hunting guide (fol. 17b).

six pages of photos, Ella Durand writes, "Now Persians
do not play, but the English in Tehran have reintro-
duced the game, and play steadily for seven or eight
months in the year." '3 Lady Durand also addresses the
un-Persian enthusiasm for sport fishing, "Every year
some of the Legations used to go and fish in the Lar
valley, .. . and they killed great numbers of trout. One
of the Secretaries, a great fisherman,. . . once. . .
brought back ... over two hundred."4 0 She seems to
be referring to Graham and the feat commemorated
by a snapshot which appears not once but twice in the
album, the second time enlarged, showing an impres-
sive array of fish laid out for recording.

Graham devotes more space-eight full pages-to
hunting than to any other specific activity. He begins
with an enlarged snapshot on folio 17b, entitled "Hadi.
Aug. 97" (fig. 15). Hadi, Graham's hunting guide, is
shown standing next to a tent holding a rifle and a
dead ibex b its horns. Graham reserves Sevruguin's
commercial prints for defining the landscape on fo-
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lio 20a, as in "Lar River and Demavend" at top, and
the terrain for hunting, as in "Ibex ground," below it,
while the snapshots are largely devoted to document-
ing the camp, the participants and the kills. Graham
includes himself with Hadi and an ibex in the snap-
shot on folio 18a and its enlargement on folio 21a
(fig. 16). Lady Durand's book abounds with bemused
references to her male companions heading out af-
ter game at every opportunity. Graham was clearly of
a like mind, his unembarrassed slaughter of several
species of animals being liberally documented. He also
includes snapshots of the local hunters he encountered.

Reading Curzon and Isabella Bird's accounts of the
rigors of travel in Persia, one appreciates the space
Graham assigns to images of roads, post houses, cara-
vanserais, and bridges. According to Bird, "There are
only two roads, properly so called, in Persia."4 1 Curzon,
in the authoritative voice he habitually adopts when
addressing Persian underdevelopment, declares:
"Among the evidences of civilization that have been,
or are capable of being, introduced into Persia, a
prominent place must be assigned to roads. Truth,
unfortunately, compels the discussion of this question
to be couched as yet in the future and potential, rather
than in the past or present tenses."4 2 Folio 23a
(fig. 17) shows a couple of striking images by Graham:
"Resht road. Hardinge on post pony. May 1897" (the
subject being Charles Hardinge, who overlapped with
Graham at the beginning of his tenure and became
viceroy of India thirteen years later), and "Reza beg
with Legation flag. Lar. 97," to its left. On folio 24a,
photographs by Sevruguin and Graham document the
same phenomenon: post houses (chaparkhdnas).
Curzon states that, "in riding chapar, i.e., by govern-
ment post, . . . the traveller is an item or piece of
animate baggage, . . . he sleeps in chapar khanehs, .
. . he diverges not an inch from the main track, he
seldom looks behind him, and he has but one appe-
tite-viz. to get on."4 3

Sevruguin's commercial photographs supply the
studio photography in the album and most of the
ethnographic views. Graham himself provides images
such as "Villagers," which happens to show a man with
a view camera at work, and places Sevruguin's "No-
mad encampment" next to it on folio 27b. Although
most reflect uncontroversial aspects of Persian soci-
ety in the late Qajar period, several images do smack
of the cultural cliches and exoticism that had such wide
appeal for Europeans in the nineteenth century. One
such topic is public punishment. "Eating Sticks," the

bastinado, on folio lb can be found depicted in six-
teenth-century miniatures, and it was surely a hot seller
at Sevruguin's studio. Graham's version of the subject,
a loose snapshot identified on the back as "Execution
at Khurramabad," is documentary rather than staged
to appease a market, although it may well have given
his viewers a certain frisson. Graham also includes
Sevruguin's famous picture of the hanging of Nasr al-
Din Shah's assassin on folio 9a.

The representation of Persian women, and "Ori-
ental" women generally, has been a familiar subject
in scholarly discourse at least since Edward Said's
groundbreaking work. In the case of men, the closest
parallel as a display of the exotic from the European
perspective is the dervish. Graham's album contains
twenty-eight photographs of Iranian women and girls,
of which nine (of social, family, or work groups) in-
clude men. A mere four are snapshots, which include
a mother and her children on folio 5a, entitled "Beg-
gars at town gate" (fig. 18). Noteworthy is Graham's
sympathetic point of view, for he has clearly squatted,
offering an unthreatening posture to the young boy
approaching him, sustaining an impression of imme-
diate, subjective experience, however objectified for
posterity.

The photographic representation of women is an
inherently charged topic in the context of Persian
custom and the intrusive Western presence. However,
only five of these images are quintessentially Orientalist
in inspiration, explicitly constructed studio views that
typify this perspective by fashioning languorous or
suggestive poses for the camera. Even certain depic-
tions of dancing girls and harem women escape this
categorization by virtue of the matter-of-factness of
their posing, such as the image at lower right on fo-
lio 28a (fig. 19). Exotic, perhaps, if only due to their
hybrid, tutu-inspired garb, but, I would argue, with their
frank and straightforward attention, presented as a
group portrait to satisfy curiosity rather than pruri-
ence. Largely ethnographic in character, it seems fair
to place them in the familiar category of social types,
a widespread and somewhat less controversial mode
of objectification. The snapshot at lower left on the
same page hints at a sort of social access that adds a
slight air of mystery to an otherwise straightforward
visual account of Graham's life in Persia. It is entitled
"Amin-ed-Dowleh's [the prime minister's] chief danc-
ing girl. March 1898." This photo begs the unanswer-
able question of what sort of entree Graham had to
places never recorded by his camera. Clearly, danc-
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JEFFREY B. SPURR

Fig. 18. "Beggars at town gate." Detail of snapshot (fol. 5a).

ing girls crossed boundaries that other women did not.
Graham represents her and her companions in as
direct a manner as Sevruguin did the "Village girl" on
folio 29b (fig. 20), although she retains a specific iden-
tity and placement in time, whereas the village girl has
been rendered generic by her disengagement from
any identifiable context.

Whether or not Graham, living in his "Virtue Villa,"
had any erotic experiences in Iran, his selection of
photographs, while including a gesture toward the
alluring Persian female of the Orientalist imagination,
tends to favor the straightforward documentary ap-
proach that characterizes the spirit of this album.
Intentionality is clearly an issue here and, despite what
inferences we may draw from the photographs, is ul-
timately inscrutable given the available evidence. To
be sure, the presence of these images represents an
act of possession, however attenuated, though one that
extends to all images in the album.

Aside from "Dervish cutting himself' on folio 9a (a
page devoted to the Shi'ite rituals of mourning that
fall in the month of Muharram), photographs of der-

vishes-five of them-are reserved for the last three
pages of the album. Those potent figures who lived
on the margins of society are, in effect, relegated to
the margin of the album. Most of the images are ex-
amples of Sevruguin's famous pensive portraits such
as those on folio 32a (fig. 21), true icons of "other-
ness," highly evocative whatever they may reflect of
the dervish life. According to the following excerpt
from an extended discourse by Isabella Bird, however
partial in its own right, one would guess very little,
"They are credited with many vices, among them the
least of which are hazy ideas as to mine and thine,
opium and bhang smoking to excess, and drunken-
ness."4 4 When asked for alms, "I usually have the means
of appeasing, if not of satisfying [them], but on the
rare occasions when I have had no money the yells
and maledictions have been awful." 4 ' Graham must
have encountered dervishes often enough. Given their
formidable, importunate, and often contrary natures,
it seems no accident that we are left with these com-
pelling but decontextualized images.

What is left out of the album is nearly as telling as
what is put in. Graham's professional work does not
appear in photographs; it was probably too routine
and too bound by etiquette, British and Persian, to
lend itself to informal photography (the one hint of
it is the watercolor illustration on one of the place cards
showing him at his typewriter). Only the externalities
and informal features of legation life are depicted. With
few exceptions, notably the royal palace and impor-
tant public spaces, institutions and institutional life
are omitted. There is nary a trace of other legations,
mission schools, and religious institutions of any de-
scription. Except for the Imperial Bank and the Ziegler
operation, economic institutions are ignored, as are
the great bazaars. Of all the mosques Graham must
have seen, only three are represented; two are Sevru-
guin's views: one a detail, the other misidentified; and
the third, the Masjid-i Shah in Isfahan, is simply
revealed in a Graham snapshot at the far end of the
city's Maydan-i Shah. Graham's interest in architec-
ture appears to have been entirely practical, related
to the immediate needs and defining contexts of his
life at home and on the road; anything else is inci-
dentally present: in the background or caught in pass-
ing and given a marginal place on a page in the album.

Snapshot albums are created on the implicit assump-
tion that their contents provide an indelible witness
to persons, places, and occasions past. Herein lies the
pragmatic character of Graham's intent in the mak-
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Fig. 22. "Deserted." Detail of snapshot (fol. 5a).

ing and use of his snapshots-implicitly responsive to
what Barthes calls their "evidential force."4 6 Graham
would have endorsed the view expressed by Sontag that
"photographic images are pieces of evidence in an
ongoing biography or history,"4 7 where "random and
trivial details of everyday life"48 are capable of triggering
a stream of memories-stories, if related-not in the
least encompassed by the images themselves but tied
intimately to them. In the absence of Graham's own
discursive commentary, it falls to us to identify his
subjects (with the help of his captions), interpret his
framing of the photographs-their careful placement
within the album and juxtaposition to one another-
and further construe their meanings from the various
historical and cultural contexts we apply to them.

Despite being subject to the conditions of mechani-
cal reproduction, the snapshot avoids some of their
implications due to the pragmatics of its creation. It
is a relatively unmediated form of photographic ex-
pression, which usually owes its existence, at least in
a vernacular context such as the case at hand, to an
individual's desire to record features of his experience
and shelter them from the vicissitudes of memory.
Commercial photos such as Sevruguin's were intended

for reproduction and open to a variety of uses, the
images abstracted from their original context. The
snapshot in the album, however, is effectively a unique
object, standing in a one-to-one relationship with a
particular aspect of one person's experience. If, as in
Graham's case, some are chosen for enlargement, a
relative valorization is implied, but the same basic
relationship endures. Armstrong distinguishes between
the fetishized character of the framed family photo-
graph, to which she ascribes an iconic function, and
those "leaning more heavily on the indexical aspect
of the photograph." The array of photographs in
Graham's sitting room fulfill this iconic function and
certain of the enlarged snapshots participate in it as
well, bivalent in reference to Armstrong's indexical-
iconical poles. In any event, Graham's negatives would
have fulfilled a transitory-if critical-function,
whereas Sevruguin's would have served as both record
and resource.

In his discussion of "vernacular photographies,"
Geoffrey Batchen emphasizes the facticity of photo-
graphs, the notion that photographs are objects, not
simply images, to which we have a relationship in space,
a characteristic that resonates with Graham's method
of deploying them in the spaces available to him in
his album and with the physicality of albums that "de-
mand we add the physical intimacy of touch to the
more distanced experience of looking."4 9 This is all
the more true if the album becomes the center of a
social ritual of shared reminiscence.

The contents of Graham's album present us with a
personal vision of two cultures, one expatriate and one
local, subjected to a selective representation based
upon Graham's direct experience and those features
of the society and country that engaged his attention
and interest. This is not the work of someone deeply
immersed in the culture, but one sensitive enough to
be responsive to what he observed and keenly involved
in an optical, if not literary or historical, manner.
Graham undertakes a positivist exercise in self-defi-
nition rather than self-expression, the latter perhaps
better evidenced by his gusto for a host of outdoor
sports. His carefully composed album is not an aes-
thetic exercise; rather, it is an effort to convey mean-
ing by a pleasing and clear presentation of its contents.

Ultimately, Graham favors formality in his album's
images. This is not surprising in a diplomat and up-
per-class representative of a late Victorian world where
self-presentation was highly studied and codified and
where individuals remained all dressed up, by our
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standards, even in the most informal of circumstances.
A. H. Savage-Landor, visiting Tehran at the turn of
the century, noted "an uncommon deal of social eti-
quette, and people are most particular regarding calls,
dress, and the number of cards left at each door." 5 0

Graham's enlarged snapshots emphasize this point, for
they primarily capture people standing at attention,
presenting their best face to the camera. This would
tend to underscore Nickel's perception that "frequently
the photograph is the event; while at the root the word
connotes instinct and instantaneity, the snapshot is
more often deliberately arranged [and] ceremoniously
posed... than otherwise." 5 1 Nickel is sometimes prone
to restrict his thinking about the snapshot to familial
recordings of relatives and friends. To be sure, Rennie
is seen acting to the camera when brandishing sword
and shield and Hadi poses for it, ibex horn in hand,
yet a significant number of Graham's snapshots are
records of scenes, persons, action, or topography with-
out a self-conscious subject. All snapshots-posed or
not-evoke a place, time, set of actors, actions, and
experiences, particularly when juxtaposed with oth-
ers in the context of a carefully constructed album.

Generally speaking, Graham seems to have thought
of most of his snapshots as the supporting cast, elevat-
ing only a few to star billing by enlarging them. How-
ever indispensable his own snapshots are to the
character of the album, he clearly considered the
imported images to confer status upon it. Sevruguin's
images52 enhance the album's visual power, provid-
ing ballast for Graham's snapshots. Sevruguin's com-
mercial and commissioned images on occasion provide
more controlled or legible visual information than
Graham could ever have achieved on his own, either
due to limits imposed by his diplomatic role or to his
limitations as a photographer. Furthermore, they af-
ford otherwise unavailable access to personages or
events of the immediate past, or those separated by
social barriers. Although demanding an associative
leap, these commercial photographs may act as vehicles
for individual recollection when provided a new frame
of reference within the album, particularly where they
fill vacancies in the personal record. The commissioned
prints are a hybrid type, in form like commercial
images, but somewhat closer in function to the snap-
shots, however limited in scope by the circumstances
of their production.

In the album, Graham marks nearly his every ap-
pearance in a photograph with the label "Self." This
emphasis on his own presence may simply be a mani--

festation of his characteristic punctiliousness; yet it is
as if, at the moment of composition, he contemplated
a future time when he would look back and say, "Yes,
I was there then and that is what I looked like." In
creating the album he expresses the value he places
on his own experience and his desire to sustain the
possibility of future retrospection.

Graham's sensibility embraces a touching desire,
repeatedly manifested, to preserve the memory of
people, places, and activities dear to him, and to ac-
knowledge by both their presence and their position-
ing in the album that locals who were essentially
servants, such as Hadi, his hunting assistant, played
an important role in his life. Graham betrays his sen-
timental side now and again in images, such as those
of a lost waif in Tehran entitled "Deserted," (fig. 22),
on folio 5a, and of "Nomad children. Lar," on folio
25b. Indeed, the whole enterprise of the album is a
sentimental one.5 3 However, such touches are inciden-
tal to Graham's primary project. His album underscores
Sontag's assertion that "photography is an elegiac
art,"54 where "the photographer is animated by a pas-
sion that, when it appears to be for the present, is
linked to a sense of the past." 55

Fine Arts Library
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.

NOTES

1. I found an "R Graham" mentioned in the racing programs.
My thanks to Professor Kambiz Eslami for making the con-
nection between R. Graham and Ronald William Graham.

2. Douglas Nickel, in Snapshots: The Photography of Everyday Life,
1888 to the Present (San Francisco, Calif., 1998), pp. 9-11,
describes in detail the transformation of popular photo-
graphic practice initiated by the introduction of the Kodak
camera in 1888.

3. The Great Game amounted to the "cold war" of the nine-
teenth century, czarist Russian expansionism being opposed
by British efforts at containment. This expansion had been
happening at Persia's expense throughout the century as
Russia wrested away control of Persia's Caucasian possessions,
conquered the Central Asian khanates, and challenged
Persia's borders in Khurasan. Great Britain deemed this en-
croachment and Russia's perceived desire to gain direct ac-
cess to the sea-most easily accomplished through Iran-a
direct threat to British dominion over India and, having come
to consider itself absolute master of the Persian Gulf, brooked
no competition there. British efforts to thwart Russian de-
signs took the form of economic, political, and proxy mili-
tary struggles over influence on the Qajar administration
and efforts to stabilize the Afghan situation. Regarding British
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policy, George N. Curzon in Persia and the Persian Question
(NewYork, 1966), p. 605, asserted that "the integrity of Persia
must be registered as a cardinal precept of our Imperial
creed." However, in the blunter language of Realpolitik, he
also stated (p. 3), "Turkestan, Afghanistan, Transcaspia,
Persia.... To me, I confess, they are the pieces on a chess-
board upon which is being played out a game for the do-
minion of the world."

4. Denis Wright, The English amongst the Persians (London, 1977),
p. 29.

5. Who's Who (British, 1897-1998, CD-ROM [Oxford, 1998])
entry for Graham; also source of information for Curzon,
Durand, and Picot.

6. Despite the remarkable presence of so many Sevruguin pho-
tographs in the album, he and his oeuvre are not the direct
concern of this paper except insofar as this album sheds light
on aspects of his professional practice and the manner in
which Graham himself exploits the types of photographs
available to him through Sevruguin's Tehran studio and his
activities as a photographer for hire. A growing literature
is devoted to Sevruguin, most notably Frederick N. Bohrer,
ed., Sevruguin and the Persian Image: Photographs of Iran, 1870-
1930 (Washington, D.C. and Seattle, 1999), which accom-
panied-although was not strictly a catalogue for-an
exhibition of Sevruguin's photographs held at the Smithso-
nian's Sackler Gallery (1999-2000) and Harvard's Sackler
Museum (2000-1). In it several authors tackle Sevruguin and
his work from a variety of perspectives: Sevruguin and his
career in the context of Iranian photo history, his way of
photographing and his relationship to his oeuvre, what his
photographs actually show us, Sevruguin as Orientalist, and
the vicissitudes of his studio and the fate of its contents in
the context of Iranian history. However, it is useful to read
it in the light of the careful critique of its authors' method-
ologies, emphases, and errors provided by G. R. Garthwaite
in his review in Visual Resources 16, 4 (2000): 407-12. His
primary concern is that the authors have taken insufficient
care to view Sevruguin's work in context. A fine introduc-
tion to Iranian photo history, which serves to provide per-
spective on Sevruguin's place in it, is in Iraj Afshar's "Some
Remarks on the Early History of Photography in Iran," in
Qajar Iran: Political, Social, and Cultural Change, 1800-1925,
ed. Edmund Bosworth and Carole Hillenbrand (Edinburgh,
1983), pp. 261-90. Graham's photography is utterly unlike
that of Ernst Hoeltzer, who documented Isfahan in the 1870's
and 1880's (see Jennifer Scarce, Isfahan in Camera: 19th-
Century Persia through the Photographs of Ernst Hoeltzer [Lon-
don: Art and Archaeology Research Papers, 1976] ). Although
an amateur, Hoeltzer's work is much closer in character and
motivation to much of Sevruguin's oeuvre-use of the view
camera, the wet collodion process, and formal photographic
conventions in a self-conscious endeavor to document the
architecture of Isfahan and Persian society of the period as
a record of a place whose nature he saw as quickly being
eroded by change.

7. Carol Armstrong, Scenes in a Library: Reading the Photograph
in the Book (Cambridge, Mass., 1998), pp. 285-86.

8. An extensive literature addresses the history of photogra-
phy in the nineteenth century in respect to the Middle East.
General texts which provide useful points of departure in-

clude Louis Vaczek and Gail Buckland, Travelers in Ancient
Lands: A Portrait of the Middle East, 1839-1919 (Boston, 1981 );
Yeshayahu Nir, The Bible and the Image: The History of Photog-
raphy in the Holy Land 1839-1899 (Philadelphia, 1985); Nissan
Perez, Focus East: Early Photography in the Near East (1839-
1885); and Engin Ozendes, Photography in the Ottoman Em-
pire (1839-1919), 2nd ed. (Istanbul, 1995).

9. Allan Sekula, "On the Invention of Photographic Meaning,"
in Photography in Print: Writings from 1816 to the Present, ed.
Vicki Goldberg (New York, 1981), p. 453.

10. Armstrong, Scenes in a Library, p. 2.
11. See Ellen Maas, Das Photoalbum, 1858-1918 (Munich, 1975),

p. 32, for an illustration of a photograph of such an album
being displayed by its proud owner, although her discussion
is largely devoted to albums for cartes de visite and cabinet
cards.

12. Nickel, Snapshots, p. 12.
13. Geoffrey Batchen, "Vernacular Photographies," History of Pho-

tography 24, 3 (Autumn 2000): 266; also published in Each
Wild Idea (Cambridge, Mass., 2001), p. 68.

14. Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York, 1985), p. 155.
15. Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida (New York, 1981), p. 87.

Barthes, in a series of sustained analytical meditations on
the nature of photography, especially this final text and the
earlier "The Photographic Image," in Image-Music-Text (New
York, 1977), succeeded in influencing much of the think-
ing about photographs for the last three decades, in no small
part because he successfully applied clarifying terminology
in his attempt at understanding. In simple terms, his pri-
mary concern was the nature of the relationship of the
photograph to its referent and what is at issue in the inter-
pretation of its meanings. Much has been written about his
work, but Carol Armstrong takes a careful and illuminating
look at his thinking on the subject in her introduction to
Scenes in a Library (pp. 1-15).

16. Isabella L. Bird, Journey in Persia and Kurdistan (London,
1988-89). Curzon and Bird's travels intersected in January
1890 at the end of his and the beginning of hers. Bird's book,
written in epistolary form, was published in 1891; Curzon's
vast work of research, observation, and analysis appeared
the following year. Curzon was viceroy of India from 1899
to 1905, only one of his many important appointments.

17. E. R. Durand, An Autumn Tour in Western Persia (Westminster,
1902). Her husband, H. Mortimer Durand (1850-1924, in
Tehran 1894-1900) had been a career diplomat in India
before being appointed minister to Tehran. A talk by Durand
entitled "The Charm of Persia," given at University College
London in 1912, is chiefly notable for its extended paean
to the glories of the Persian flora, fauna, and landscape in
all seasons, and serves as testimony to the strong attachment
to the place and people that some diplomats developed. Ella
Durand says of Isabella Bird's book, "Any one who wishes
to know more about this interesting part of Persia [the
Bakhtiari mountains] should read Mrs. Bishop's book,Jour-
neys. .., which describes the tribes and their country in detail,
and in a singularly vivid and accurate way" (p. 97).

18. His contemporary Percy Molesworth Sykes, who was ap-
pointed consul in Kirman in 1894 and stayed in Iran for much
of three decades in various capacities, quotes Curzon liber-
ally in his book, Ten Thousand Miles in Persia or Eight Years
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in Iran (London, 1902).
19. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, p. 305; see Wright,

The English amongst the Persians, pp. 26-27, for more exten-
sive discussion of its history, character, and circumstances
of construction.

20. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, p. 331.
21. See Wright, The English amongst the Persians, especially pp.

104-6, on this extremely important British-owned institu-
tion.

22. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, p. 323.
23. Wright, The English amongst the Persians, p. 40; he (p. 135)

describes the gholams' primary role as carrying "mail once
a month both to Constantinople and Shiraz whence fresh
couriers bore it to London and Bushire; from Bushire the
mail went to Bombay by boat. They usually covered about a
hundred miles a day, riding a relay of horses stabled along
the route at the chaparkhanehs or post houses maintained
by the Persian Government." Graham's album contains
photos of these post houses by Sevruguin and himself.

24. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, p. 594.
25. Leonard Helfgott, Ties that Bind. A Social History of the Ira-

nian Carpet (Washington, D. C., 1994), pp. 210 f.; and Wright,
The English amongst the Persians, p. 99.

26. For description, see Helfgott, Ties that Bind, pp. 260-71.
27. Lady Durand, An Autumn Tour, p. 249.
28. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, p. 343; see Wright,

The English amongst the Persians, p. 28, for more details.
29. Quoted in Wright, The English amongst the Persians, p. 46, de-

scribed in detail pp. 41-48.
30. E. R. Durand, An Autumn Tour, pp. 53-54.
31. Ibid., p. 55.
32. Ibid., p. 30.
33. Ibid., p. 33.
34. It is worth noting in this context that certain Sevruguin im-

ages on display in the exhibition Antoin Sevruguin and the
Persian Image, shown at the Sackler Gallery in Washington,
D. C. and the Sackler Museum at. Harvard, were clearly
privately commissioned studio images not destined to be part
of Sevruguin's readily available oeuvre but taken from nega-
tives of the sort kept by all studios of their privately com-
missioned work. The absence of Sevruguin's numbers and
their personal character confirm this. These glass plate
negatives were simply among the relics of the much dimin-
ished archive that Myron Bement Smith was able to acquire
starting in 1934 and which his widow presented to the Na-
tional Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, in
Washington, D. C, in 1973, subsequently transferred to the
Freer Gallery of Art four years later (see Julia Ballerini,
"Passages: Studio to Archive to Exhibition," in Sevruguin and
the Persian Image, ed. Bohrer, p. 99).

35. Philip Mason, The English Gentleman: The Rise and Fall of an
Ideal (London, 1982), p. 201.

36. Wright, The English amongst the Persians, pp. 90-91.
37. Sykes, Ten Thousand Miles, p. 343.
38. Wright, The English amongst the Persians, p. 90.
39. E. R. Durand, An Autumn Tour, p. 31.
40. Ibid., pp. 109-110; Wright, The English amongst the Persians,

p. 91, sustains her point, saying, "Although other members
of the European community also discovered the delights of
the Lar valley it was mainly the British who, year after year,

spent much of each July and August there, keeping in touch
with Tehran through a daily messenger service." This is borne
out by the impressive groups of tents in some of Graham's
snapshots.

41. Bird,Journeys in Persia, p. 196.
42. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, p. 485.
43. Ibid., p. 30.
44. Bird, Journeys in Persia. p. 237.
45. Ibid., p. 238.
46. Barthes, Camera Lucida, p. 89.
47. Sontag, On Photography, p. 166.
48. Ibid., p. 160.
49. Batchen, "Vernacular Photographies," pp. 266, 268.
50. A. H. Savage-Landor, Across Coveted Lands, vol. 1, p. 85, quoted

in Wright, The English amongst the Persians, pp. 90-91.
51. Nickel, Snapshots, p. 12.
52. Of the 101 commercial photographs by Sevruguin chosen

by Graham for inclusion in his album, two bear Sevruguin's
name in Russian, signed on the negative. According to
Vuurman and Martens, "Early Photography in Iran and the
Career of Antoin Sevruguin," in Sevruguin and the Persian
Image, ed. Bohrer, p. 24, this consigns them to the first year
of the photographer's professional work in Iran prior to his
setting up shop in Tehran. Another four are blind stamped
"A. Sevruguin. Teheran." None of these six is numbered.
Moreover, another six, which are clearly not commissioned
prints but images made for commercial sale, are also not
numbered, whether due to cropping or for some unknown
reason. Both styles of Sevruguin numbering-informal and
often obscurely placed-are present in abundance. By happy
coincidence, the 179 copy negatives and prints at the Na-
tional Museum of Ethnology, Leiden, described in the cata-
logue, L. A. Ferydoun Barjasteh van Waalwijk van Doom and
Gillian Vogelsang-Eastwood, eds., Sevruguin's Iran (Tehran
and Rotterdam, 1999), were collected during precisely the
same period that Ronald Graham was accumulating his
collection of photographs. W. L. Bosschart, a Dutch diplo-
mat in Tehran who must have been acquainted with Gra-
ham, offered his services to the museum in May 1897 and
delivered the photographs in 1899. Consequently, the same
universe of images was available to them both. The highest
Sevruguin numbers in both collections reach the 1500's. Only
fifteen of the images chosen overlap, with the dervish por-
traits being the only strong correspondence, as the Dutch
collection, overall, is strong in ethnography and social types
and neglects the documentary photography of public per-
sonages and events favored by Graham. That collection does
rectify one mistake in identification by Graham. Sevruguin
no. 467 on folio 16b, identified by Graham as "Mosque &
Cemetery at Kum," is in fact "Qazvin. Mosque of Shah Sul-
tan Hussein," an unsurprising error in one for whom archi-
tecture was of so little interest.

53. Nickel, Snapshots, p. 14, would agree, "The snapshot is, by
design, an object of sentiment, and though other kinds of
images may particularize or court a response by means of
sympathy, the family photograph is forged in the emotional
response its maker has to a subject, a relationship charac-
terized by its sincerity."

54. Sontag, On Photography, p. 15.
55. Ibid., p. 77.
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